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Abstract: In this paper we propose to use a blockchain based system,
called BCert, which is used to store, distribute and verify academic
certificates in order to improve efficiency and security. BCert is based on
utilizing Ethereum smart contracts and leverages the benefits of IPFS
(InterPlanetary File System), to store the certificates in a decentralized file
system. Smart contracts provide a secure distributed and shared
decentralized ledger of all assets and transactions. A cryptographic hash
function shall be applied on document and result may be stored on a
public blockchain in a transaction signed by private key of issuer
institution which ensures the validity of documents. We intend to provide
confidentiality to the data by encrypting them with AES encryption
algorithm, before creating transaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Problems we face today with academic degrees are backed by corruption,
system flaws, ability to effortlessly falsify and distribute these degrees in large
quantities are impractical ways to validate them if needed to do so [1-3].
Certificates which are issued in a traditional/physical way can be easily copied and
their integrity and origin is hard to impossible to verify. Other issues are related to
the way these certificates are issued, delays due to administrative level
incompatibilities
or
miscommunication,
credential
transfers
among
faculties/universities.
Blockchain will be one of the next technology revolutions due to its main
characteristics: no central authority, elimination of intermediaries, real-time
settlement, drastic reduction in operational costs, high levels of transparency [4-7].
It can be applied in different domains such as: government [8], healthcare [9],
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finance, Internet of things [10], information security of energy internet [11], public
and social services [12], reputation system [13] and education [14, 15, 16].
A variety of blockchain applications have been developed for educational
purposes. Blockchain Technology will transform the education industry in different
ways such as: certificate management, competencies and learning outcomes
management, evaluating students’ professional ability, protecting learning object,
fees and credit transfer, competitions management, copyright management,
interactions in e-learning, examination review and supporting lifelong learning [17,
18]. In this paper we are focusing on management of digital certificates. The
current process for verifying an employee candidate’s credentials can be very timeconsuming, redundant and expensive, furthermore it may increase the chances for
losing the best candidates to competitor companies based on the time delay.
Blockchain can be used to issue unique digital assets that verify the credentials of
academic degrees and certifications. This would make it much easier for potential
employers to verify the degrees and save valuable time and money.
BCert, the solution we propose in this paper, uses concept of Blockchain and
smart contracts to distribute and verify certificates. Blockchain can be implemented
as: (1) decentralized network, in sense that there is no node that acts as the central
server for the network, (2) distributed network, in sense that responsibilities are
shared by the nodes. For the implementation of BCert is used Ethereum Platform
network [19] and Solidity language [20] in order to deploy smart contracts.
Certificates will be saved encrypted on IPFS (Interplanetary File System) [21].
The main roles of this implementation are: accreditation body, university,
students and employer. Nodes on the network can issue and verify the credentials
for any user on the network. A university is responsible for issuing certificates with
the valid information, including student name, degree level, the title of the degree,
year awarded, university, and serial number assigned by the system (which can be
used as a unique identifier). An accreditation body can validate a certificate and an
employer can issue verified employment/skill/title review records.
To check the authority of the certificate, the interested entity should use a
unique identifier/serial number that is initially available to the Issuer University,
accreditation body, student or employee. To assure that this certificate has been
issued by a trusted authority, it must be signed with a private key, which is only
available to the university and the issuing authority. On the other hand, the
accreditation body uses its private key in order to accredit the university as well.
When the university issues a certificate, it is automatically marked as
valid/accredited and put into the network.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents related works in
blockchain certificate distribution. In Section III is presented the proposed
architecture of the system and how it works. The implementation design and
testing are described at section IV and further development at section V. The last
section discusses conclusions and benefits of using BCert platform.
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2. RELATED WORKS
Many solutions have been proposed and developed from perspective of using
blockchain in education domain. We limit our discussion to the systems and
architectures that propose blockchain-based verifying and distribution of academic
certificates.
Malta has become the first nation-state to deploy blockchain technology in
education, issuing digital diplomas, training certificates and equivalency
statements, using the BlockCerts standard [17]. BlockCerts is an open-source
platform that is currently in development by Massachusetts Institute of technology
(MIT), that mainly focuses on issuing and verifying official certificates using
blockchain[18,22]. Blockcerts is based on the self-sovereign identity of all the
participants by providing components to create, issue, view and verify certificates.
According to our literature review, there are some other proposed solutions in this
domain such as EduCTX, UZHBC (Unviersiy of Zurich BlockChain), EduChain,
UNIC, Cerberus and SmartCert.
EduCTX [23] proposes a unified global higher education credit and grading
system based on the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS),
in which coins are transferred on the blockchain to signify academic study credits
attained by students. It requires students and verifiers to maintain cryptographic
credentials or digital identities to participate in the ecosystem.
UZHBC is a blockchain-based verification system, specifically for diplomas
issued by the University of Zurich [24]. It uses the public Ethereum blockchain and
employs a smart contract for both issuance and verifications, and accepts a PDF of
the credential as input. It does not incorporate accreditation body. EduChain
enables academic institutions to interface with blockchain infrastructure of trust.
Educhain is building a series of solutions for academic institutions, such as
enabling instant issuance and authentication of digital credentials, and a
comprehensive “academic passport” of student achievements, using blockchain
technology [25, 26, 27].
The University of Nicosia in Cyprus is also implementing blockchain
technology as a way of recording students’ achievements [27]. UNIC is using
Bitcoin Blockchain for many activities, such as fee payments, issuing academic
certificates on Blockchain Technology and so on. It has commenced issuing all
diplomas using the blockchain since 2017. To preserve the authenticity of the
certificate, it uses the SHA-256 hash algorithm. Although UNIC does not offer a
clear method of authenticity of parties and requirements for an employer to verify
the certificate is inadequate.
At al. [28] authors propose a blockchain-based accreditation and degree
verification system, called Cerberus. It uses on-chain smart contracts for credential
revocation, and it does not entail students or employers to manage digital identities
or cryptographic credentials to use the system.
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Another blockchain based digital credentials verification platform is SmartCert
[29], which is developed to establish the authenticity of academic credentials on a
blockchain and to overcome the problem of fake certificates. SmartCert makes use
of cryptographic signing of educational certificates to provide transparency in the
case of recruitment. To verify the certificate, the student will share the hash with
the prospective employer. However, SmartCert is vulnerable to attacks, has no
clear method of authenticity of parties and need for basic information security
measures [30].
If we consider authorization, the above mentioned solutions, do not provide
many details on authorization theme. SmartCert claim they provide authorization in
their solution, but there are not available any technical details. Also, the
confidentiality theme is not ensured by the solutions.
In the system we propose, we provide confidentiality using AES algorithm
before creating transaction and offer other certain features such as real time online
verification, third-party verification, usability and revocation.
3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this study, it is aimed to verify and distribute digital certificates given to the
students, by using Ethereum Blockchain based smart contract. Programming
language that is used to deploy smart contracts is called “Solidity”. We have
choose Solidity, because it is a well-established programming language used for
coding smart contracts; other alternatives do not offer a stable and efficient
environment.
The code written in Solidity is compiled and converted to bytecode and sent
to the Ethereum blockchain as a Smart Contract.
The main roles proposed for BCert system are: (1) issuer, which can be
universities or training centers; (2) users, which can be students, employers or
academic institutions; (3) Accredication body, which serves to validate the
certificate. Uploading certificate to the blockchian is done only by issuers, who
can: add credentials, view their credentials or issue credentials to user. On the other
hand user can: view the list of their received credentials; make their credential
public or not.
Once a certificate has been added to the blockchain, it can no longer be
removed, and every activity regarding this contract is publicly available.
Depending on how universities and accreditation bodies work together, a certificate
can be verified at a later time, or upon its insertion into the blockchain.
3.1. Architecture of the system
The proposed architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Certificates on a
blockchain offer a wide variety of options and benefits. Authenticity of a certificate
can be easily validated and tracked back to the issuing and accreditation body;
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otherwise, the certificate is marked as invalid, although it will be almost impossible
to insert a certificate without proper authority.
If accreditation body or university is later found to be fraudulent, all
certificates issued by an accreditation body or university are later found fraudulent;
all certificates issued by the former should be immediately invalidated.
Furthermore any employer/company that employs such individuals can receive a
notification if any of its employees belongs to the above group, but this depends on
how the system will be implemented.

Fig. 1. BCert – Proposed Architecture of Decentralized Certificate Distribution
Moreover, there can be a second set of data, such as student ID, credits of each
program, grades, which will be private and disclosed only with the students
permissions. As a result there should be no additional recurring server or server
management costs, as the information on blockchain is distributed among nodes
connected to the blockchian. Although the aim is to have a serverless platform,
depending on the final architecture, there might be a need for a simple low-cost
server.
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Having this platform depend on blockchain makes it almost impossible to be
hacked and its data tampered with. Due to the nature of the blockchain and
collective computing power of the network, it is extremely difficult to be
successful in a cyber-attack, unlike a platform hosted on private servers.
Since blockchain provides only the authentication, we intend to provide
confidentiality to the data by encrypting it with the encryption algorithm, AES [3133] before hashing [34]. Thereby we can ensure the security of data and can make
it trustworthy for users.
3.2. In Depth Review – How it works
As we mentioned in the above paragraph, the best solution is to encrypt data
before creating a transaction. Once the data is encrypted, the encryption key is
saved locally and sent only to the student. This makes it hard to invalidate a
certificate at a later time, however we might add a piece of identifying information
in the blockchain in case the serial number of the contract is lost, or we might want
to develop local databases to save students ID and their associated certificate serial
number.
The first node sends the signed transaction, including the transaction signature
to a central server that broadcast the transaction to the blockchain network. Editing
data already on the network, will have higher costs, as the entire information will
have to be decrypted, edited, and then re-encrypted and re-added to the network,
but this is expected to be extremely uncommon.
It is not the same for the certificate state, as changing a certificate state can be
done only by the accreditation body or university, and they have the necessary
permissions and ID/Serial of certificate. Another issue is the encryption key,
because if the key is stolen then the students’ certificate will be compromised.
Despite this, a request can be made to generate a new key and re-encrypt the data;
however this will be the same as editing the students’ information.
As it is presented in Fig.2, the accreditation body is the first to allow
universities to add and modify certificates. Although there is the possibility that
any university can add certificates, but only accredited ones can add approved
certificates, and at a later time it is up to the employer to take the appropriate
action.
Universities are responsible for adding certificates to the blockchain,
validating/invalidating them if needed, storing encryption keys and logs on a
private server. Once the data has been encrypted, it is sent to a blockchain network
to be stored permanently. The necessary fields needed until now are: (1) certificate
serial number, (2) encrypted data and (3) certificate state. Once the university has
issued a certificate, the student is provided with a QR code, which can be shown to
the employer in order to check whether the certificate is valid or not.
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Fig. 2. In depth review of proposed solution
4. IMPLEMENTATION DESIGN AND TESTING
The development process of this application, which aims to distribute and
verify academic certificates is implementing using Ethereum blockchain based
smart contract. Ethereum allows the development and execution of smart contracts
and “distributed autonomous applications – Dapps” [35]. Smart contracts and
applications on the blockchain run on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
Operation of smart contracts on the blockchain and approval of the transactions
bring costs such as: (1) amount data sent, (2) contract size in byte code and (3)
transaction fees [36, 37].
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4.1. Development Requirements
Since this type of application requires a blockchain network, this network
incurs fees and is only used for full-developed applications. It can lead to huge
financial losses in possible errors. Therefore, to deploy our solution, would be
appropriate first to test it locally, and then send to the Ethereum blockchain. For
development of application we need to use:
1. Ganache. Ganache is part of the Truffle suite of Ethereum development
tools, and it is Open-Source. It quickly creates a personal Ethereum
blockchain network used to run tests commands and see how the chain
operates. As Ganache comes with a GUI, and requires a separate desktop
environment, we use Ganache-Cli hosted on CodeSandbox. By default
CodeSandbox is an online IDE and prototyping tool aimed at developing
web apps, but in this case we will use it only for ganache-cli as it enables us
to quickly create an online semi-personal blockchain network.
2. Web3JS. Web3JS enables the client to communicate with the blockchain
network and enable us to deploy, view, add, modify and validate contracts
on blockchain network. Web3JS together with some HTML/CSS/JavaScript
are used to create a simple interface to communicate with the blockchain.
Additional libraries such as jQuery, Bootstrap are used to make the
development easier and libraries such as Crypto-Js in order to encrypt data.
3. Remix. A Solidity word processor/IDE, Remix, is used to deploy smart
contracts. It has a few extra features aside from simply writing code. After
developing the smart contract, Rinkeby Ethereum Test Network is used in
order to compile and test the contracts.
4.2. Interfaces
After making the appropriate installation and configuration of Ganache, we are
able to deploy smart contracts on Etherem blockchain.
Once the client has started, it is presented with a screen, where there are shown
10 accounts with 100 ethers as default and private keys of each account
respectively, out of which only one is unlocked. These accounts can be used to
send and receive Ethereum transactions, or to make operations on smart contracts.
After the user opens the interface, it is required to enter the address where the
contract has been deployed.
In Fig. 3 it is presented the interface of adding certificates to the blockchain, if
the contract address, that has been added before was valid. The following fields
become available: Student ID, Full name of the student, issuing university, degree
of program, type of the certificate, data of issuance, certificate state, encryption
password and address to sign the transaction.
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Fig.3. Interface of adding certificates to the blockchain
After the above fields have been filled, the university/personnel is required to
sign the transaction using the university private key. This means that not everyone
can issue certificates and not on behalf of other universities.
Once the process has been completed, the certificate is added to the blockchain
after the network confirms the transaction. Even though we entered a lot of private
information, the only information stored on blockchain includes: student ID,
encrypted data, creation date (this is different from issuance date) and certificate
state as it is shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig.4. Deployed certificate
We have developed other functions to retrieve and decrypt the certificate based
on Student ID or certificate serial number. These functions are: getCertBySID() and
getCertBySerial(), which both return the following data as are presented in next
section.
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4.3. Contract Deploy
The Solidy code that defines how the contract behaves, is presented in Fig.5.
certCount ( ) works as the certificate serial number, we can access every certificate
by using its index value. Once the contract has been deployed an initial certificate
is added, which has its serial number equal to 0.
pragma solidity >=0.4.22 <0.7.0;
contract certificate Contract {
uint public certCount = 0;
enum State {PENDING, APPROVED, DECLINED}
structcertStruct {
string SID;
stringencData;
uint256 created;
State state;
}
mapping(uint =>certStruct) public certs;
constructor() public {
certs[0] = certStruct("K00000000K", "Init", now,
State.PENDING);
}
Function addCert(string memory _SID, string memory _data, State
_state) public {
for(uinti = 0; i<= certCount; i++) {
if(keccak256(bytes(certs[i].SID)) == keccak256(bytes(_SID))) {
return;
}
}
certCount++;
certs[certCount] = certStruct(_SID, _data, now, _state);
}
Function getCert(string memory _SID) public view returns
(string memory, string memory, uint256, State){
for(uinti = 0; i<= certCount; i++) {
if(keccak256(bytes(certs[i].SID)) == keccak256(bytes(_SID)))
{return (certs[i].SID, certs[i].encData, certs[i].created,
certs[i].state);
}
}
}
}

Fig.5. Deployed certificate
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The structure of certificate, includes SID for the Student ID, encData for the
encrypted data, created for the date that signifies when the certificate has been
added on the blockchain state for the state of contract pending, approved, and
declined/revoked.
Costom functions include: addCert(), getCertBySerial(), getCertById().
addCert() function takes 4 parameters: StudentID, encrypted data, state and address
to sign the transaction.
getCert() function takes only one parameter which is student ID, and it returns
the certificate data associated with that student Id. getCertBySerial () function
should be present only on the student/employer application. Once the function is
called, the user is required to enter a private key linked to the address in order to
sign the transaction. Various checks are made in order to make sure the fields are
filled with appropriate data. Later the contract ABI, which works as an instruction
set to the real contract is added and then the transaction is compiled, sent and the
receipt is returned once it is available. This function returns the data from the
certificate with the required serial number, and the user is required to decrypt those
data using encryption key. If the encryption key is valid, the data is decrypted and
shown, otherwise the operation fails. This function interacts directly with
certificates on the specified index.
getCertBySID() is same as the above function, but requires StudentId instead.
Unlike the previous function, this one interacts with the getCert() function
specified in the smart contracts.
5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Currently a client-side cross-platform verification application is being
developed, and is halfway through. We believe that by having a fully working
prototype is the only way to show the true power of the system.
For further development we will add several other features to the current smart
contract, such as the ability to restrict some functions only to specific addresses
(universities), and functions that enable universities to change a certificate or data.
The client side application consists of only one part. It is expected to be
divided into 3 applications, one for accrediting body, one for the university and the
other of student or employer. Actions such as entering an account and signing a
transaction are planned to be automatic to make the process easier and logs created
for each action in order to prevent abuse and add security. Application for the
accrediting body and universities should be considered private and run only on a
local and secure network and keep logs available for any appropriate authority to
check.
The other public application should be easy to use. The proposed solution is to
create a Progressive Web App (PWA) [38] which enables a web application to run
on several platforms as a native application. Anyone who wants to verify a
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certificate should be able to scan the QR code and gets a response instantly,
without having to add an encryption key manually, thus making the process more
secure. This application should be easy to install on any device, iOS, Android,
Windows and readily available. However each person should responsibly
download/install this application form trusted sources. There is the possibility of
locally saving the certificate serial number, and if this certificate is invalidated, the
employer is automatically notified.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed system, which is used to distribute academic certificates using
blockchain adds value and increase time efficiency for issuing certificates process
in education institutions and covers all the essential components of blockchain such
as traceability, provenance, certification and authentication.
BCert reduces transaction and smart contract deployment costs. Smart contract
transactions depend on the amount of data being added to the blockchain, however
a few tests on deploying the contract and adding certificates has been conducted.
The results may vary depending on the exchange rates and data being stored, but
that being said, transacting approximately 170 bytes of data costs 725714 GAS,
which converts to roughly $2, and the initial deployment of the smart contract costs
approximately $20. We are looking into other ways to reduce the cost and increase
data size, and a potential solution might introduce costs as low as $0.2 per contract,
however further development and testing is needed.
BCert provides confidentiality due to using AES algorithm before creating
transaction and will offer certain features such as real time online verification,
third-party verification, usability and revocation.
Beyond the direct beneficiaries, issuers and users, a list of stakeholder groups
includes: (1) Ministry of education and government, interested in better system of
education, with a higher quality, part of which is also the certification process. The
future of blockchain and development of actual proposed technology will give also
more opportunities in the education market to have access to the best service
provider that fits quality standards and gives the needed certification; (2) Labor
market, public administration (human resources offices), will shorten the process
of identification and authentication of certificates of applicants for open
competition for public positions. Business and business associations will have the
opportunity given by the users to how access and immediate information to see in
real time the certificates; (3) Institutions dealing with fraud cases in certifications
or in education will have more reliable data through this technology, as well as
reduced number of cases in the future; (4) Professionals in different areas, working
as freelancers, will be more secure within their market with certificates that are
accessed and verified.
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